Responsibilities of Expert of Building

- Carrying out the necessary studies regarding the instructions, regulations and circulars issued by the relevant ministry.
- Studying the preparing executive plans of metal buildings, reinforced concrete or brick and performing relevant calculations.
- Preparing executive plans, individual components of buildings such as foundations, walls, columns.
- Preparing a plan and calculating any floor covering of buildings, yards.
- Analyzing diagram of embankment values and excavations.
- Carrying out the necessary mapping to implement the building plan and coding.
- Cooperating with experts of installation in preparing plans for technical and installation affairs of buildings.
- Supervising the execution of building operations for accurate execution of building plans.
- Visiting buildings that need renovation, estimating the type and amount of materials needed and preparing relevant reports.
- Participating in planning meetings, if it is necessary, and preparing executive plans of the planned projects based on the orders of the superior authority.
- Providing the necessary reports according to the order of the superior authority.
- Providing appropriate practical solutions for the optimal use of materials.
- Preserving and protecting treasury property, both consumable and non-consumable.
- Supervising the work of associate technicians.
- Estimating construction prices according to the price list announced by the management of planning.
- Carrying out other relevant affairs according to the order of the superior authority.